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War on the Ground Scenario Playtest – Battle of the Gorge 13 July 1943 – 

Anschluss Sicilian Campaign Scenario 

The Scenario 

Background 

As part of Operation Husky, the allied effort to secure Sicily as a jumping off point for an invasion 

of mainland Italy, British 8th Army, comprised of XXX Corps on the left and XIII Corps on the right, 

landed on the Southeast corner of the island.  The landings were successful and 8th Army under 

General Montgomery advanced inland against initially sporadic resistance from mainly poor quality 

Italian units.   

Airborne and Commando forces were used to secure key objectives to enable to advance north to 

Messina to proceed with minimal interruption.  At first good progress North was made, with most 

Italian units either surrendering en-masse or simply abandoning their positions. 

When it became evident to the Germans that Italian resistance was crumbling they began to rush 

reinforcements to the island including elements of two Panzergrenadier and one Fallschirmjager 

divisions.  As part of the response to the British advance, brigade strength elements of Herman 

Goering Panzer Division under Oberst Wilhelm Schmalz were sent to Catania to confront British 

XIII Corps.  Brigade Schmalz was ordered by the nominal commander of Axis forces on Sicily, 

General Guzzoni, to coordinate operations with those of the Italian Napoli Division.  However, 

Oberst Schmalz was unable to find the Italians.  Having no confidence in his allies and realising a 

counterattack in force was no longer practicable, Schmalz now ordered his Brigade to march 

South from Catania and conduct delaying actions around the towns of Lentini and Melilli.   

The Historical Reality 

Between Melilli and Lentini, ran Route 114 and it was North along this road that the main thrust of 

5th Infantry Division’s advance was made.  As the division approached Melilli, it was evident that 

Axis resistance was stiffening, and they were encountering increasing numbers of German troops. 

Oberst Schmalz was aware that the remainder of Herman Goering Division along with 15th 

Panzergrenadier Division, was engaged in attacking the Americans to the west at Gela and that 

effectively he was on his own.  He wisely determined that if the attack failed he would need to buy 

time for these units to retire towards Messina.  Having delayed the British as they attacked Melilli, 

he withdrew his units in good order and set up his main line of defence on the plains of Catania, 

but pushed forward small delaying groups onto the three roads approaching Lentini from the South 

After capturing Melilli on 12th July, 5th Infantry Division again advanced northwards on the 13th 

along Route 114 with their left flank protected by 15th Infantry Brigade, supported by tanks from 

3rd County of London Yeomanry, advancing along the parallel road Route 95. 

About 3 miles North of Melilli, the road wound its way down into a relatively steep gorge, perhaps 

400m wide at the bottom, with the road crossing a stream over a small bridge, before climbing up 

towards the plateau beyond.  As the lead elements of 1st Bttn York and Lancaster Regt and 

County of London Yeomanry started to move down the road, they were ambushed by one of 

Oberst Schmalz’s blocking forces.  Despite being only a reinforced platoon in strength, the 

Germans were expertly sited and inflicted significant losses on the advancing British, destroying 

several carriers, half-tracks and Shermans, ultimately stalling the advance of the whole Brigade 

and delaying the whole Division. 
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All day, the Yorks and Lancs tried to work their way down into the gorge and up the other side but 

made little progress.  Artillery was brought up and pounded the well-hidden German positions.  In 

the early evening further infantry units were brought up and it was decided to try and outflank the 

German positions by trying to get over the ravine further to the West.  A company from 1st Green 

Howards set of on foot on the long and tortuous trek. 

As it happened, as dusk fell, their mission more than fulfilled, the Germans pulled back to Lentini 

on Oberst Schmalz’s orders.  The Battle of the Gorge had held up the British advance for more 

than 24 hours and it was not until 0200hrs on the 14th that 1st Green Howards reached the 

outskirts of Lentini. 

Scenario Map 

 

 

 

Umpire Notes: 

The scenario is best executed with the participation of an independent umpire, but this is not 

critical, providing the scenario notes are closely followed. 

The blue arrow indicates the sole British entry point. 

The German can deploy to ‘dug in’ positions anywhere on the table. 
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Preparing the Scenario 

Picture 1 –Preparing the contours, using everyday objects. 

 

 

 

Picture 2 –‘Landscaping the terrain using a fleece blanket overlaid with a coloured sheet. 
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Picture 3 - The British attacking force (less reinforcements). 

 

Picture 4 - The German blocking force. 

 

Note - Don’t be misled by the apparent imbalance of forces, this is a tough scenario for the British! 

 

Picture 5 (Page 5)- The tabletop terrain for the encounter; a 1.1m x 1.5m table. 

Woodland indicated by model trees, vineyards and orchards by brown carpet tile material, 

roads/usable tracks using 1” masking tape, the river using pre moulded items.  Broken terrain is 

indicated by coarse builder sand (see picture 7 for better representation). 
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Readers should note the layout is slightly different to that included in the Anschluss Scenario 

Supplement, but it does give a good representation of the actual terrain, (see pictures 7 and 8). 

 

 

Picture 6 - Initial German deployment indicated by unit markers; a red arrow indicates an 

example. (including up to the same number of ‘real’ markers as laid down in the scenario 

notes. 

The British point of entry is indicated by the blue arrow. 
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Picture 7 - The gameboard from the West of the Gorge, Note the use of Coarse sand to 

simulate widespread broken terrain and scrub. 

 

 

Note - Although actual battle accounts indicate the actual sides of the gorge were steeper, a 

balance is required between realism and the practicality of standing miniatures on the slopes, 

preferably without them all sliding into the stream!! 

Picture 8 – A contemporary photo of the actual gorge 
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The Engagement – Part One 

Picture 9 –Turn 1.  

The British advance begins with a carrier scout section entering along the Melilli road.  At this 

stage the Germans were unable to acquire the target  due to intervening terrain and distance to 

target.  However the unit marker indicated by the red arrow was identified by the Scouts to be 

blank! 

 

Picture 10 – Turn 2  

The British advance continues, a second carrier section enters the table.  The lead carrier is 

acquired and destroyed by a hidden AT Gun. 

 

 

Picture 11 - The 75mm AT Gun is placed on the table. 
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Picture 12 –Turn 3 - A second carrier is destroyed by the 75mm AT Gun firing across the Gorge.  

This resulted in the carrier section taking an effectiveness test, which it failed badly.  Because the 

unit had failed a company formation test was then required, which also failed badly, resulting in the 

Infantry Company being brought to a permanent halt and unable to advance or retire, the scenario 

was a resounding if short-lived victory for the Germans. 

 

 

The Engagement – Part Two 

However, because the purpose of the game was to playtest the scenario, the game was re-

started.  Once again, the British commander elected to use his carriers in keeping with 

contemporary tactics and advanced the first section as a recce force.  

Picture 13 - Turn 1 – The British enter via the Melilli road.  This time the carriers were 

immediately supported by a platoon of Shermans. 

 

Picture 14 – Turn 2 – The British advance continues unopposed 

 

Picture 15 – Turn 3 - Once the Shermans had descended part way into the Gorge, they were 

screened from the AT Gun by both a building and a dense wood situated in the floor of the Gorge. 
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Picture 16 – Turn 6 – However, as the Shermans advanced, the last in line was caught in line of 

sight by the AT Gun, through  a gap in the terrain.  The AT Gun easily acquired the target and by 

skilled snap-shooting the Sherman was hit and totally destroyed (red arrow).  An effectiveness test 

was carried out on the Sherman platoon which they passed enabling the leading three tanks to 

continue to advance 

This created a problem for the British commander as the knocked out Sherman effectively blocked 

the road to all vehiclesand necessitated a vehicle of similar weight to push it off the road.  Luckily 

the lead tank of the second troop was able to achieve this. 

The remaining three Shermans from the lead troop, deployed into firing positions and then with 

Direct Area Fire, firstly shattered then destroyed the troublesome German AT Gun on the opposite 

of the Gorge.  The Germans then easily passed an effectiveness test, enabling continued 

resistance. 

 

Picture 17 – Turn 7 and 8 – Meanwhile on the British right flank, the leading scout section 

proceed without incident until confronted by the unit indicated by the red arrow, an infantry section 

equipped with an anti tank rifle.  Additionally a further 75mm AT Gun (blue arrow), opened fire 

from a vineyard at the floor of the gorge. 
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Picture 18 - Turn 7 and 8 – The German Anti Tank Rifle team and 75mm AT Gun, now excelled 

themselves and with amazing accuracy knocked out all three carriers in the leading section. 

 

Picture 19 – Turn 8 - Because the whole element had been neutralised a formation test was 

required by the British Infantry company, which resulted in the whole company being forced to 

halt, effectively blocking the road into the Gorge and preventing any further British units (including 

reinforcements) from entering the fray. 

 

Picture 20 – Turn 9 - The Germans now take advantage of the stalled British advance and a 

hidden 81mm mortar battery begins to bring down fire onto the stalled British column, knocking out 

firstly a single M3 halftrack and then a scout carrier. 

These mortars continued to harass the British throughout the remainder of the game, although 

without inflicting any further significant losses. 
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Picture 21 – Turn 10 –However, the casualties initially inflicted by the mortars caused the British 

to take a further effectiveness test, which they now successfully passed and allowed the column to 

continue to advance albeit with caution at half speed. 

 

Picture 22 – Turn 11 and 12 - The British push forward and a rifle platoon advances to the bottom 

of the gorge (red arrow), infiltrates a small wood and encounters a German MMG section (blue 

arrow), which is destroyed in the exchange of fire. 

 

The loss of the MMG section caused the German infantry to test for effectiveness, the result was a 

‘Retire’ order which, because the platoon elements are in medium cover meant they could 

continue to fight 
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Picture 23 – Turn 12 and 13 –Meanwhile, the British column continues to advance along the 

road, pushing an infantry platoon forward onto the right flank and the Shermans advancing into 

cover on the right, ready to engage the German element which had destroyed the carrier scout 

platoon.   

 

Once in position out of line of sight of the 75mm AT Gun, the lead Sherman repeatedly attempted 

to bring down Area Fire on the concealed AT Rifle team, but due to erratic spotting and shooting, 

failed to destroy this element until turn 15. 

 

Picture 24 –. Turn 14 – On the floor of the gorge, the British infantry platoon, which had 

neutralised a German MMG section, now moved to the right to support the road advance, using 

the steep stream banks as good cover. 
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Picture 25 - Turn 15 and 16 – The British commander received reinforcements of a further 

Motorised Infantry Company and more importantly two batteries of 25pdr field guns. 

Now under time constraints imposed by the scenario, the British commander now threw caution to 

the winds and pushed the Shermans forward, supported by infantry moving across the broken 

ground and slopes to their right. 

 

Due to the lack of a trained Forward Observation Officer (trapped in the traffic jam from Melilli to 

the South), the designation of supporting artillery fire was initially devolved to the commander of 

the leading Sherman. 

Picture 26 – Turn 17 - The Shermans were able neutralise the AT Rifle team and also 

successfully brought down artillery fire onto a MMG section located in the vineyard to their right 

then pushed forward to engage enemy 75mm AT Gun. 

Once again the German elements successfully passed an effectiveness test 

 

Things were beginning to look better for the British, they were slowly pushing forward and 

gradually eliminating German elements. 

At the same time the Germans were gradually being worn down by weight of numbers and were in 

danger of being overwhelmed, although at this stage their determination and high morale 

sustained them. 
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Picture 27 – Turn 18,19 and 20 – The British advance continues with infantry still coming forward 

to support the Shermans.  However they were now engaged by the previously located AT Gun and 

a further 75mm AT Gun hidden in the vineyards on the South face of the Gorge. 

Two Shermans (red arrows) were quickly destroyed in the crossfire, but the Sherman successfully 

passed an effectiveness test, although restricted to a cautious advance by the result. 

 

 

Picture 28 – Turn 20 – The Shermans now brought down supporting artillery fire to neutralise the 

AT Gun on the floor of the Gorge (blue arrow). 

The Sherman attempted to acquire the remaining concealed German AT Gun, but were 

unsuccessful.  This gun then again engaged the Shermans and a third Sherman (red arrow), was 

knocked out from the same platoon. 

 

Now, both sides were required to take effectiveness tests. 

The Germans were able continue their fight due to advantage of being dug in. 
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However, the British test once again failed and a further formation test resulted in the whole 

battlegroup halting.  

Picture 29 –Turn 20 – With the road into the Gorge effectively blocked and the British advance 

stalled, the encounter was considered a German victory, albeit quite costly in terms of casualties.   

Ordered to delay the British advance as long as possible and prevent the continuing to advance, 

the Germans had achieved their aims and while the British were stalled on the Southern edge of 

the Gorge and unable to pursue, they began a careful withdrawal to the North. 

 

Notes – The British dice rolls were particularly appalling throughout both games, but once their 

artillery came into action, the German situation was rapidly becoming tenuous to say the least 

Conclusions 

Without doubt the British were severely hindered by poor dice throws during both games.  The 

German throws were by contrast very effective.  Luck in the game is just as important as luck on 

the battlefield. 

The initial impression of the force imbalance was proven to be completely incorrect and the 

German force were generally able to exploit concealment, field defences and line of sight to their 

advantage.  Despite the lucky shots by the first 75mm AT Gun, it was poorly deployed with 

intervening terrain restricting it’s arc of fire, which led to it’s destruction before it was able to re-

deploy. 

The scenario has been amended to reflect the following issues: 

1.  To clearly identify that the single track road will be blocked by large vehicles, but that vehicles 

which are still intact can pull onto the road verges to allow following elements to pass.  In addition, 

it has been clarified that immobilised vehicles can be pushed aside using similar or heavier 

vehicles. 

2.  To identify that the river was fordable for infantry and that the banks provided medium cover, 

this has now been amended. 

3.  To identify that towing vehicles for the German AT Guns could be concealed in the vineyards 

and open woods and if required to re-deploy from the cover using the most direct route to tracks or 

roads 
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Both participants agreed that notwithstanding the above, the scenario was enjoyable and gave a 

fairly balanced game, which accurately reflected the actual engagement in 1943. 


